
THE FAILURE OF COMMUNISM IN EASTERN EUROPE

But just as the Wall had come to represent the division of Europe, its fall came to later the communist regimes of
Eastern Europe would collapse like dominoes.

Blackwell,  Yeltsin was succeeded as president by his hand picked successor,Vladimir Putin, elected and
re-elected as President,who held the post to May  The strike was quickly crushed by East German and Soviet
military forces and sent a strong message that any dissent against Communist rule would be dealt with harshly.
The increasingly conservative, aging leadership proved incapable of understanding the need for dramatic
economic reform. The Soviet Union broke up into independent republics. The Velvet Revolution in
Czechoslovakia. When Soviet control of Eastern Europe collapses in , Solidarity becomes a major political
player. Courtois, Stephane, and others. In Hungary, demonstrations against the regime increased during and 
The regime became more oppressive and suppressed demonstrations in  In a speech before the European
Parliament in July , he said the USSR would respect "the absolute right of every nation to choose its own
social system as it sees fit. Traditionally a ceremonial office, the presidency was given more powers [21]
Polish Round Table Agreement. Havel included Calfa in his new government. Many of the countries involved
had hierarchical structures with monarchic governments and aristocratic social structures with an established
nobility. On 27 October the first entirely free Polish parliamentary elections since took place. Falling Like
Dominoes When people all across Communist Eastern Europe got wind that the Russians would do little to
quell dissent, they began to challenge their own regimes and work to develop pluralist systems in their
countries. Europe in in his Memoirs, published in English translation in New York,  This process, though
begun in , really belongs to the post period. In Czechoslovakia, for example, leaders of dissident groups
inspired by the Helsinki Accords played an important role in negotiating the end of Communism after mass
demonstrations began in  Human rights activists in the Soviet Union also drew upon the Helsinki Accords in
their struggle against the Soviet regime, which collapsed in  Czech princess, sister of King Wenceslaus.
Meanwhile,the Ceausescus found they could not use the airport because it was in rebel hands, so they
commandeered a car and drove to the town of Tirgoviste. This not only deprived Bulgaria of many valuable
workers, but also outraged western opinion. For the Romanian revolution, see below. Morrow,  On December
25, Nicolae Ceausescu was condemned to death along with Elena, and both were shot by soldiers in the
garrison H. Those who violated the orthodoxy that the leadership imposed in the intellectual and cultural
spheres were subject to lengthy prison terms or incarceration in mental hospitals. Krentz resigned, but for
almost another year East Germany went through a process of democratization and reform. The Czech Catholic
church had been working for her canonization, which came in November  Helsinki Accords At the end of July,
33 European leaders, as well as the United States and Canadian heads of government, converged on Helsinki,
Finland, to attend the closing session of the much-heralded Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe.


